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ABOUT ACCENTO

Accento 2020: Continuous Improvement
Accento is a new developer conference, initially located in Karlsruhe and first organized by
Disy Informationssysteme GmbH in 2019. It targets the topics Java and JavaScript, Web
Development and Operations.
Due to circumstances, Accento 2020 became Accento Digital and is now an amazing
online conference for experienced developers that doesn‘t need brick and mortar to create a
rich atmosphere. The conference provides a great range of technical talks, interactive Q&As,
inspiring panels and ignite sessions, and free-form discussions with other participants.
Accento Digital’s motto is continuous improvement, because that’s what we as developers
are always looking for: improving knowledge, improving skills, and improving code. Improving
continuously can be quite a challenge, though, so we want to give our attendees a leg up.
Improving the conference itself is our first goal, especially under the unpredictably changed
conditions. That’s why we are looking for strong partners to support us in making Accento
Digital as successful as Accento 2019 - or even better.

hello@accento.dev

twitter.com/AccentoDev
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WHY ACCENTO

Why become partner? The benefits of supporting Accento
Partnering up with Accento comes with many benefits:
Get noticed by your target audience as brand and employer, have an ignite talk slot to tell
attendees what makes you special, and be part of a great community.
So how can your company support Accento? There are many ways, from low-level sponsoring to gold-level support, from your logo on our website to your own virtual booth and your
logo on all presentations.
For companies who are interested in becoming partners and benefiting from the marketing,
the community, and the knowledge-sharing aspects we crafted three packages to suit your
company. Choose from Bronze, Silver or Gold.
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Partner Packages

Packages for partners
Bronze Level
This partner package includes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 free tickets
unlimited discounted tickets (50%)
3 job offers (each one line with one link) in list with others
mention on social media
logo in sponsor section on accento.dev
logo on slides shown in central
logo on platform
raffles (without registration at sponsor)

Get it for 250 Euro.
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Partner Packages

Packages for partners
Silver Level
This partner package includes everything from “Bronze” plus:
•
•
•
•
•

4 free tickets (in total)
prepend job offers with company profile (one paragraph, one link)
company profile in 3 slides shown during event
logo in introductory material (PDF and/or video)
virtual booth

Get it for 500 Euro.
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Partner Packages

Packages for partners
Gold Level
This partner package includes everything from “Silver” plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•

6 free tickets (in total)
5 job offers (in total)
company profile video (~1 min; played once before, once after noon)
logo in footer on accento.dev
logo on prerecordings
ignite talk slot

Get it for 1.000 Euro.
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Partner up

How can you partner up with Accento 2020?
Becoming a partner is pretty easy. Choose your favorite way of joining the Accento partner
community and pick the partner package that suits you.
Send us an e-mail to hello@accento.dev or pick up the phone and call +49 721 16006 0.
We are looking forward to planning our joint partnership with you!
Although this year’s Accento will be completely different from what we thought, it will definitely be much better with the support of strong partners. We would be pleased if you help
us meet the high standards we should be having when it comes to a developer conference
like this. It is our conviction that the attendees should not only enjoy the community aspects
and use Accento Digital as a platform to exchange experiences but also to learn stuff from
the best speakers and experts in the business.
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